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IMPROVING FLEXIBILITY THROUGH SKIMMING AND SCANNE:G TRAINING

If the various purposes for reading were to be lined up along a

rate-continum, most of us mad agree that tasks like prool-reading

and reading poetry would provide anchor points on the "slaw" end of

the continuum and skimming and scanning skills represent the fastest

reading tasks. Theoretically, flexibility in reading means that an

indtvidual has learned to adjust his reading rate and techniques to

gg) his purpose for reading. Hawaver, in reality investigators have not

( e)
generally found that rates of reading vary much despite differences in

difficulty level and purpose. For example, KeXishner (l96.4) surrepti-

tiously measured the reading rates of adults on passages of widely .

variant difficulty levels and found that rapid readers altered their

speed little regardless of the difficulty level, while slaw readers
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tended to read even more slowly on difficult passagas. (This suggests

that slow readers were more flexible in adapting reading rates to dif-

fictut material than were rapid readers.) Mason and McDonald (1964)

reiterated the findings that instructions to students to alter their read-

ing rates do not result in*changes and that reading rate and approach to

reading seem to be habitual. They fbrther proposed that if more flexible

appro.ehes to reading are taught, rate changes uill result and described

how these changes can be measured with their Readino: Versntility Test.

Oases presenting four patterns of flexibility/non-flexibility are pre-

sented but data to sppport their contention that flexibility training

will alter rate are not given.

Despite the paucity of evidence that flexibility can be developed, it

is still vdewed by corege reading:specialists as the major dbjective of

their readi1.g improvem-nt programs. Hveever the typical college reading

program focuses its efforts on impraving rapid reading skills (usually on

fiction material) and on improving comprehension on stugy-type reading

skills. In both of: C-cse areas, words per minute and percentage correct

on matiple-choiee quoutions are the criteria used. In most workbooks,

skimming and scann5Alg skills are dealt with only minimally--that is, in

exercises like scanning the telephone book for numbers or scanning ads in

a newspaper column. Applying skimming and scanning skills systematically

to textbook tasks is considered undesirable, with the possible exception

of encouraging stunnts to skin topic headings prior to reading their

texts. (It is interesting thab this technique as a parb of the SOR

method.ip.generall7 considered a ostu4y skin" rather than a reading tech.
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nique and is not included in many college reading courses.) At any rate,

the sample of reading purposes which are developed in the typical college

reading course tend to be quite restricted. Rarely is much emphasis

given, for example, to proof-reading or skimming and scanning. So p6rhaps

one reason for the failure of such courses to develop flexible readers'

is the restricted range of rerding purposes for mhich the students are

trained.

In the process of devo2 ping and testing materials for a workbook on

skimming and scanning skills,* I have had the opportunity to look carefuny

at some of the assumptions concerning reading flexibility and to observe

students and test out ideas on haw these skills might be enhanced.

For the purposes of this paper, skimningis defined as locating the

main idea of a selection quickly. Scanning is defined as the process of

locatiing srcific facts quickly.

agree with the assumption that reading rate is an attitude. For

a student to perfect his skimming and scanning skills, he must often

change his basic attitudes toward reading. In fact, to develop the ap-

propriate mental set so that he can learn to skim and scan, he must over.

come a nuMber of superstitions dbout the act of reading. In Illy book,

describe six myths that must be overcome if the student is to learn skirn .

ming and scanning skillso First, there is the myth that one must read

every wrdo To be sure, some reading tasks do require this, such as

poetry reading or proof-reading or readl.ng the directions for assembling

a stereo-system; but as I have praviously mentioned, these purposes re-

* Maxwell, Martha J. pkimminp: and $cannin Imp ovoment. (In prose,

McGraw-Hill Book Companij-
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quire slow reading, not skinning and scanning. Many words in traditional

English sentences do not convoy meaning--they are included became they

represent the "etiquette of correct English composition." ,For example,

arbiclos, redundant phrases, etc., all can be minimally stressed if not

ignored mithout losing the main thread of the argument. To help the stu-

dent overcome th!.s ruth, exercises are provided similar to those in tradi-

tional rapid reading texts such as paring dam paragraphs to their "bare

bones," the essential words which convey the meaning. (Telegraphing a

message is an example, or mriting headlines.) A second myth that must be

overcome is the idea that reading a passage once is enough to fix it eter-

nally in your memory. Many college stu:dents suf2er from this miscencer4ion.

To overcome this, one should skim for the gist or major ideas and then

read more carefully to fill in the gaps. Questioning, or testing oneself

as one reads, and the importance of follm-up activities such as note-

taking and review are also stressed. (SQ3R or SQ/IR methods of stu4yinz.)

The student is encouraged to avoid "an unthinking Pavlovian rereading of

a chapter" and instead to develop selective reading techniques which. Ian

build the confidence he needs to be able to locate major premises and

specific ideas quickV.

A third myth is the belief that yau need machines toiincrease read-

ing speed. To be sure, there are those individuals who need to be pushed

by some external force and prefer that force te be an impersonal machine,

butfor moat sutdonts the types of reading machines useemost freqUently

for this purpose interfere with the development of skimming and scanning

Skills because they limit the visual field to a single line or graup of
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words. Even the BIM machine designed to aid skinning and scanning has

proved more distracting than beneficial to students since the light drop-

ping down the page disbracts the student from his task. However, turning

the light off and using the machine as a timing device is effective. (Bub,

let's face :60 there are ch'aper timing devices.) The best way to increase

reading rate or learn skimning and scanning skills is to force yourself to

read fazter. Reliance on a machine to do this for you creates other prob-

lems such as depen,lenee on the machine and inability to transfer the skills

that might be developed, provided you can concentrate enough on the machines

to develop the skills.

A fourth myth involves the feeling that it is someho: sinful to skip

passages in reading. Some authorities say that this guilt feeling stems

fro.a the old attitudes toward the Bible as The word; bu. it may also re-

sult from one's early reading experiences and the reading techniques de-

manded and reinforced by elementary teachers--if you have been scolded or

embarrassed for overlooking triviaDyour confidence in your ability to dis-

criminate main poimbs from details may have been shattered. Many students

suffer from this feeling...no matter how dull or irrelevant the written

material, they feel guilty if they don't read it all. Making decisions as

to what part of a text you should spend your time on is a new idea to many

students, as is the fact that they can develop the capacity to identify

the important concepts quickly.

A fifth myth is, 11There'ssomething about my eyes that keeps me from

skimming or reading fast.0 Provided that the student has no severe visual

pathology, this statement almost always is false. The student mua recog-

nize that it's more likely his mind than his vision which keeps him from
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reading rapidly. n'st students tend to read far mord slowV thon they

need to and will respond to sunestions and techniqms that will help

increase'the rate at 'which they can get the ideas they mod from th.Ar

reading assignments.

A sixth myth is, "If I read too rapidly, my comprehension will drop."

This is a particularly difficult attitude to overcorn, since if the per-

son panics and worries about whether h..'s conprehending or not, his com-

prehension uill naturally drop, because he's not paying attention to the

context of the Naterial he's reading. Reassuring the student that skiwaing

and scanning skills uoed appropriately can greatly =hence his compre-

hension and retention og difficult materials and demonstrating hm this

works may help him overcome this fear,

Do Collprp Streinntt 7ree0 Skimlinrf and Scanninff, Skills?

The Skimminq and Scanning Immovement Pro:fram grew out of several

needs. First, we found that many college students reporbed that they

used skinling or scanning skills in their textbook studying. Furthermore,

we asked a random sample of freshmen if they were interested in tahing a

course to improve their skimming and scanning skill and the majority

indicated that they. were. Thirdly, in attempting to teach students to

skim and scan WO found that there Imre few materials or exercises

available on the appropriate college level. (Maxwell, 1968)

yhat Matelrialalmlurrpriate for Skimminft awl Scanning Trainino:?

Throvzh trial and error, ue found that lengthy pa6sages fron regular

college textbooks in different subject are:;s were the morrb meaningful to

students. Selectdons were made from social, physical, and biological
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sciences, essays, and bibliographic and indexed material. Most of the

seleations were from freshmen and sophomore courses, In attempting to

develop exerciees junier and senior courses,. we ran into the prob .

lem of technical vocabulary, particularly in tha science subjects, whidh

made it virbuhlly impeosible for students who lacked the background in

the terminologies developed in the more basic courses to understand the

concepts. So for advanced level materials we selected general arUcles

from Science and Scientific American, 'which had fever unexplained tech.

nical terms.

Four types of exercises m re developed for each selection: skimming

for the main idea, scanning for details, scanning for words or phrases or

technical voeabuliray, and general comprehension questions for more inten-

sive reading.

In pretesting our material, ve found that many students (rang"ng from

freshmen to faculty members) mere totally unable to locate main ideas

quickly as required in the skimming exercises. (The only faculty excep-

tions mere the English instructors who evidently developed this fne4lity

through years of practice searching for thesis statements in freshman

compostitions.)

When Do You The Skimlinq and Scanning?

Skimming and scanning techniques should be used for pre-reading any

t xtbook. The more difficult the text the more important it is to get an

over-vlev of the chapter, and to determine how it relates to the preceding

and mibsequent chapters. In reading and.studying science te=ts, tho skim-

ming prwiew is equally important since the chapters are often so close

paciced lath facts that a studnnt could easily lone himselr in the delsails
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and overlook the major ideas. Scanning is an important skill to master in

science too, for thn vocabulary terms are so crucial to comprehension that

if the stud,nt is unaware of the definitions before he.attenpts to read

the chapter, he places himself in virtually the sago position as ow who

attempts to read a foreign languaL:e boc,k by looking up every oLhor 'word

(and prohptly forgetting it). ny scanning for the most important tem),

and reading around them, one can wlually find the definition without

looking it up in a glossary, since terms are usually definc, as they ars

introduced in context. So knowing the key vocabulary concepts, one's

task in learning thD major ideas and discovering the relevant supporting

details is greatly simplified.

Scanning skills also have valve as a warir.4 for more intensivB read-

ing (i.e., looking for an interesting idea or Ftssage may serve to moti-

vate you to complete an otherwise dull chapter)«

Both skimming and scanning skills are valuable too in reviauing the

selection to make sure significant concepts have been mastered and the

details are clear. If the student is able to build adequte.questions in

his pre-skimming or intensive reading stages, he then can skim and scan

to verify his answers. Also this serves to help him fix relevant points

in his memory so that he can retain them longer.

Scanning is also invaluable in locating specific information needed

in visiting research papers.

Tectlisla.ks.1m2r2vinr Skinlinfr nnd Scannin Skills

The results of a series of studies MD have conducted suggest thaL the

most effective techniquo for teaching a student to skin and scan is to

control the amount of time he spends on the exercises. Unless 'le is forced
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to skim in order to lo7:ate main ideas, he won't. He must be constantly

pressured by time. Introducing specific techniques for scnnning (such

as moving one's eyes in a Z-pattern) appears to interfere with ne

development of scanning skills, at 3cast during the initial staber of

learning, for the student apparently concentrntes on what his eyes are

doing rather than the ideas for which he is searching. As he becomes

habituated to fixing his mind on a specific detail and moving his eyes

rapidly to locate it, he is then able to experiment with different

methods. Skimming skins 'which involve searching for the main premise of

a selection, are aided by teaching the student to'analyze th3 writer's

organizational pattern. Such techniques as rending the first two and last

two paragraphs, lookinL; at topic headings and topic sentences, ana3ysing

paragraph construction, etc., make it simpler to guide the student to use

these cues in locating the min idea.

There are some cautions that need to be observed in teaching skimming

and scanning. First, the student must be certain of his purpose and

the kind of information he is seeking prior to starting. Studies have

shown that students who are scanning for answers to questions on specific

details are likely to locate the information which they are seekindbut

are not apt to retain other content. Thus closing one's mind in odynnee

by concentrating on a fey svcifics is not always a good study skill, but

it is useful in special situations like verifying facts to be used in a

ten paper, or looking for additional references. Skimming for major

points and concepts prior to reading, helps the student develop a con-

ceptual framework to organize and retain the facts that he yin gain OD
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a more intensive reading. Furthermore, post-reading scanning for facts

or detai2s as a review is a most useful technique to'enhance retention.

It is well to caution the student that the information gained from shimming

and scanning alore is .usually not sufficient to enable hlm to pass college

course examinations. However, developing effective skimming and scanning

techniques will help him to reduce the amount of time he will need to spend

on intensive reading.

At the University of Maryland, we have completed several studies using

the skimming and scanning materials as a part of.a short 10-hour reading

effectiveness workshop. Students receiving skimming and scanning training

along with more traditional techniques in rapid readlng (Controlled Reader

Exercises and SRA cards) showed greater improvement in reading effeciency

(rate times comprehension) than students using the traditional materials

alone. Although further studies are needed to cross-validate these results,

they do suggest that skimming and scanning training may enhance rapid

reading gains.

Summary

This paper describes the rationale of a new prograth which helps students

learn to apply skimming and scanning skills to college textbook reading and

study. Realistic, lengthy selections have bcen compiled from social science,

science and other disciplines and exercises written to train students to

skim for main ideas, scan for details and read for maximum comprehension.

Preliminary studles suggest that including skimming and scanning training

in short rapid reading courses results in increased rate gains and may produce

more flexible readers.
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